DISCOVER SENSITIVE DATA
WORKSHOP

Discover risks from dark data and learn how to address them
As your business-critical data expands and your workforce shifts to remote work, having an integrated approach to compliance
is more important than ever. This means that protecting your data wherever it goes is critical to ensuring trust and meeting
compliance requirements. But before you can secure it, you need to know what data you have, where it is, how it’s being used,
and anycompliance risks that may exist.
Transparity’s Discover Sensitive Data Workshop is a 3 day engagement which will give you the insights you need to better
discover, protect and govern your corporate data. During this workshop, our Microsoft Cloud experts will work with you to:
•
•
•
•

Document your compliance objectives and strategy, including compliant Teams deployment and use
Give you an understanding of how to mitigate and protect against potential compliance risks from dark data
Demonstrate ways to accelerate your compliance journey with the latest Microsoft technologies
Provide actionable next steps based on your organisation’s unique needs and objectives

During the workshop you will...

Understand the hidden compliance
risks of dark data

Assess your organisation’s dark data
risks with Data Risk Check

Assess your environment against the
Data Protection Baseline

Receive an analysis and report on
findings and associated risks

Learn about Microsoft tools and
services that can mitigate risks

Explore recommendations and
next steps

Data Risk Check uncovers data that can cause a compliance risk
The Data Risk Check is the core activity of the Discover Sensitive Data workshop. The activity is spread out over several weeks
to allow time to run on top of your Cloud infrastructure and surface privacy and regulatory risks in organisational data. Data
Risk Check leverages automated Microsoft 365 tools and services to discover data stored in the Microsoft Cloud and identify
potential problem areas.
The automated discovery process will analyse your existing data for:

Sensitive information and intellectual
property

Unused or “stale” data

Risky or suspicious activities

The Data Risk Check in its core will identify privacy and regulatory risks in Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive
for Business and Teams and can be extended with optional modules to scan on-premises data repositories and Windows 10
Endpoints.
DID YOU KNOW? 80% of of corporate data is “dark” – it’s not classified, protected or governed!1

The Manage and Investigate Risk Workshop process

Data Risk Check

Data Protection
Baseline Assessment

Discovery session

Microsoft Compliance
overview

Recommendations and
next steps

Workshop outcomes

Data Risk Check Report

Remediation suggestions

Explore best practices

This report includes findings and
insights from the automated discovery
process.

A list of recommendations and
actionable next steps that will help
mitigate the identified compliance risks

A clear look into Microsoft’s approach
to compliance and how it relates to
your organisation.

Data Protection Baseline assessment

Advice for the future

An in-depth report containing
suggestions and key improvement
actions.

A set of long-term recommendations
on your compliance strategy, with key
initiatives and tactical next steps.

Why choose Transparity?
Transparity are a Microsoft pureplay technology partner at the forefront of the latest technology. We have one simple goal:
to work in partnership with you to ensure that your investment in the Cloud truly makes a difference to your business. We
pledge to support you with honesty and integrity, providing a transparent, straightforward approach on your journey to digital
transformation.
When choose us as your technology partner, here’s what you get:

Dedication to
service
excellence

Cloud solutions
that help achieve
outstanding ROI

Exceptional,
people-led
culture

Commitment to
partnership and
integrity

Passion for what
we do and the
people we support

Get in touch
Ready to get started? Just email hello@transparity.com and we will contact you with a choice of dates.
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